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Abstract

In the Stanford Linear Collider (SLC) each beam, after leaving a damping ring,
is compressed in the Ring-to-Linac (RTL) transfer line before entering the linear
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performance of precompression are presented. Also given is an analysis which,
however, does not include the e�ects of the longitudinal wake�eld on the beam
dynamics. In this report we extend that analysis to include these e�ects.
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SIMULATION OF BUNCH PRECOMPRESSION AT HIGH CURRENTS IN
THE SLC DAMPING RINGS �

K.L.F. Bane, M.G. Minty, A.W. Chao, SLAC, Stanford, CA 94309, USA

Abstract

In the Stanford Linear Collider (SLC)each beam, after
leaving a damping ring, is compressed in the Ring-to-Linac
(RTL) transfer line before entering the linear accelerator.
At a bunch population of4:0 � 1010 particles, due to the
limited energy acceptance of the RTL, approximately 15%
of the beam has normally been lost. During the 1996 run,
however, to eliminate this loss the bunch was partially pre-
compressed in the damping ring, just before extraction;
the beam loss in the RTL was reduced to almost zero. In
Ref. [1] the operation and performance of precompression
are presented. Also given is an analysis which, however,
does not include the effects of the longitudinal wakefield
on the beam dynamics. In this report we extend that analy-
sis to include these effects.

1 INTRODUCTION

In bunch precompression in the SLC damping rings[1, 2]
the amplitude of the rf cavity voltageVrf is varied over a
time interval of about one synchrotron period before extrac-
tion. The beam is given two (longitudinal) kicks that gener-
ate and cancel an oscillation in the bunch centroid while, at
the same time, constructively drive an oscillation in bunch
length. The beam is then extracted at a minimum in bunch
length. Fig. 1 displays a simulated voltage profile for bunch
precompression in the SLC, one which takes into account
the response time of the rf system and results in a 25% re-
duction in bunch length at extraction[1]. Note thatk0 in the
plot is the nominal (initial) synchrotron wave number and
s=c is the elapsed time, withc the speed of light; therefore,
the abscissa is in units of the nominal synchrotron period.

In this report we begin by using multi-particle tracking
to study the effects of short-range wakefields on the devel-
opment of longitudinal phase space parameters, assuming
the voltage profile of Fig. 1. The wakefield used in the
simulations[3] has been shown to give results that are in
reasonably good agreement with measurements[4, 5]. We
then apply a moment analysis to the problem—something
that was also done in Ref. [1]—but now including wake-
fields. In this report we focus on two questions: (i) What
is the validity of the moment approach in the presence of
wakefields? To better explore this we will allow the beam
to continue to oscillate beyond the extraction time, and
compare the moment results with those obtained by track-
ing. (ii) How do the wakefields affect the properties of the
extracted beam in the SLC?
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Figure 1: Cavity voltage amplitude in the SLC damping
rings for bunch precompression withN = 4 � 1010 parti-
cles per bunch[1]. The bunch is extracted ats = 0.

2 MULTI-PARTICLE TRACKING

Consider an electron bunch in a storage ring. Each bunch
particle i has relative position and energy coordinates
(zi; "i), with z = 0 at the rf zero crossing (z < 0 is to
the front) and" = 0 for an on–energy particle. Oneach
turn the coordinates advance by

�"i = eV 0

rf
zi � U0 + eVind(zi)

�zi =
�cT0

E0

("i +�"i) (1)

with V 0

rf
the slope of the cavity voltage (a negative quan-

tity), U0 the per turn synchrotron radiation loss,T0 the rev-
olution period,� the momentum compaction factor, andE0

the nominal beam energy; the beam induced voltage

Vind(z) = �eN
Z

z

�1

W (z � z0)�z(z
0) dz0 ; (2)

with N the bunch population,W (z) the Green function
wakefield, and�z(z) the longitudinal charge distribution,
normalized so that its area is 1.

Following Eqs. 1, withVrf varied according to the
profile of Fig. 1, we track the phase space coordinates
of 85,000 macro-particles numerically. We include also,
however, the effects of radiation damping and quantum
excitation[6]. The wakefield used is that given in Ref. [3].
As machine parameters we take:� = 0:01469, nominal
(initial) cavity voltageVrf0 = 0:8 MV, rf frequency is
714 MHz,cT0 = 35:3 m,E0 = 1:19 GeV,U0 = 79:8 keV.
Note that a synchrotron period is 87 turns and a damping
time is 15,000 turns.

The bunch populationN = 4� 1010, initial rms energy
spread��0 = 7:7 � 10�4, and initial unperturbed bunch
length�z00 = 5:5 mm. Solving the Haissinski Equation[7]
we obtain the initial bunch shape and induced voltage (see
Fig. 2). The rms length of this distribution�z0 = 6:7 mm;
the higher mode lossesUhml = �e2N hVindi = 76:8 keV.
This bunch shape agrees well with measurements[8]. Note
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that the SLC damping ring impedance can be characterized
as a resistive impedance,i.e. one for which

Vind � �ceNR�z [a resistive impedance] ; (3)

with resistanceR = 880 
[3] (the dashed curve in Fig. 2).
Eq. 3 is not used in the tracking simulations.

Figure 2: The initial bunch distribution used in the simu-
lations, and the induced voltage. Also shown is Eq. 3 with
R = 880 
 (the dashes).

Note that the beam current is 2.5 times the threshold to
the microwave instability. We have two remarks: (i) The
microwave instability in the SLC is a weak instability, with
a growth time much larger than a synchrotron period[9].
Since precompression requires about a synchrotron period,
the behavior of the instability is not significantly affected
by bunch precompression. (ii) A time dependent feature of
the observed instability, the so-called “saw-tooth” behav-
ior, which involves the movement of a few percent of the
beam[9], is not reliably seen in our simulations, and will
not be addressed in this report.

3 MOMENT EQUATIONS

We can write second order differential equations for the
moments in position and energy of the bunch distribution[1,
10]. Each moment equation, however, contains as driving
terms moments ofVind(z), terms which themselves de-
pend on higher moments of the distribution, and the sys-
tem does not close. It will be shown, however, that since
precompression occurs rather quickly, before higher order
distortions become significant, and since the damping ring
impedance is largely resistive, approximate solutions to the
first and second moment equations can be obtained which
agree quite well with tracking results.

Eqs. 1 can be written as two coupled, first-order differ-
ential equations:

z0 = �� ; �0 = [�k2(s)z � u0 + v(z; s)]=� ; (4)

with the relative energy deviation� = "=E0, the square of
the synchrotron wave numberk2 = ��eV 0

rf
=(cT0E0), the

normalized synchrotron radiation lossu0 = �U0=(cT0E0),
and normalized induced voltagev = �eVind=(cT0E0).
Note thatk andv depend explicitly ons: the former due

to the fact that the applied rf voltage changes with time,
the latter becausev depends on�z, which also changes
with time. The moment equations given below are based
on Eqs. 4.

3.1 First Moments

The first moments are given by

hzi00 + k2hzi = �u0 + hvi ; h�i = hzi0=� ; (5)

where the brackets signify taking the average over all par-
ticles in the bunch. Note thathvi = ��Uhml=(cT0E0);
therefore, in the initial, steady state the centroid is given
by hzi = (U0 + Uhml)=(eV

0

rf
). For the special case of a

resistive wake at steady state it can be shown that

hvi � � �e2NR

2
p
�T0E0�z

[a resistive impedance] ; (6)

with �z the rms bunch length (discussed below).
We expect Eq. 6 to continue to be valid away from steady

state, early in the precompression process. To confirm this
we plot in Fig. 3a the development ofhvi�z during precom-
pression as obtained by tracking, and note that it deviates
only gradually from its initial value. In our moment calcu-
lations we will take Eq. 6 to be valid throughout. To obtain
hzi we first find�z (as described below), then substitute
Eq. 6 into Eq. 5, and solve.

Figure 3: The evolution of three bunch parameters during
precompression, as obtained by tracking [(b),(c) are dis-
cussed below]. All plots are normalized to begin with 1.

3.2 Second Moments

The rms bunch length is given by

�00
z
+ k2�z =

�2

�3
z

+
hzvi � hzihvi

�z
; (7)

with the emittance defined as

� = �

q
�2
z
�2
�
� �2

z�
; (8)
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where�� and�z� are the second moments in� andz� with
respect to the centroid. Note, however, that with wakefields
� is not a constant of motion wheneverv(z) depends non-
linearly on z, which is the case here. In Fig. 3b we plot
the development of�2 during precompression as obtained
by tracking; we note that it changes only gradually, and at
extraction has hardly changed at all. In the moment calcu-
lations we will take� to remain fixed at its initial value.

The development of the termhzvi � hzihvi in Eq. 7 dur-
ing precompression, as obtained by tracking, is shown in
Fig. 3c. The relative size of this term compared to�2=�2

z
is

(40� 25)%. For the steady state bunch distribution with a
resistive impedancehzvi � hzihvi depends linearly on the
skew of the distributionSz , and we might expect this to
continue to be approximately true during precompression.
The tracking results, however, do not give such a simple
result. In solving Eq. 7 to find�z we will simply approxi-
mate this term to be constant. For the initial conditions to
be steady-state requires that constant to be

hzvi � hzihvi = �2�2
�0
(�2

z0
=�2

z00
� 1) : (9)

4 RESULTS

We begin by plotting in Fig. 4 the development ofhzi
and�z during precompression assuming no wakefields, ob-
tained by tracking (the solid curves) and by the moment ap-
proach (the dashes). Note that the plot of�z is normalized
to the nominal (no potential well distortion) bunch length
�z00. Note also that at extraction (s = 0) the slopes of both
hzi and�z are zero by design.

Figure 4: The development ofhzi and�z during precom-
pression assuming no wakefields, as obtained by tracking
(solid curves) and by the moment calculations (the dashes).

In Fig. 5 we plot the results when wakefields are in-
cluded. In the upper part the first 2 moments inz and�,
as obtained by the two methods, are given. Note that the
plot of�z is normalized to the initial bunch length�z0. The
results of the two methods agree quite well. In the bottom
frames of Fig. 5 we plot the skew moments as obtained by
tracking. Note, for example, that due to the wakefields the
skew inz, Sz , a parameter which is important in linac dy-
namics, does not change sign during phase space rotation.

Comparing to the earlier, no-wakefield results (Fig. 4)
we find that with wakefieldshzi begins more offset from 0
(due to the higher mode losses), has larger excursions, and,
beyonds = 0, has more irregular motion. As for�z the
relative oscillation amplitude is similar to before but the

Figure 5: The development of the first 3 moments of the
distributionduring precompression when wakefields are in-
cluded, as obtained by tracking(solid curves) and by the
moment equations (the dashes). Extraction occurs ats = 0.

phase advance lags—atk0s = 4� by 65�. At extraction
we find that with wakefields the minimum position of�z
has moved byk0�s = 0:3 and the slope ofhzi is 3 �r.
This effect, however, is not important for the SLC since the
rf timing can be kept steady to 0.5 ns, and a 0.5 ns drift
results in a centroid shift of only 0.5�m.

Finally, the implications of bunch precompression on
machine stability are studied in detail in Ref. [1]. There
it is pointed out, for example, that a tolerance arises from
current fluctuations leading to centroid motion. Here we
merely point out that atN = 4�1010 a 10% change in cur-
rent leads to a 0.6 mm change inhzi at extraction, whereas
with precompression the effect is nearly twice as large.
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